
Backupmybooks puts you in control of your Xero data 
We take daily overnight backups that can be restored to a new 

Xero organisation at any time. 

You can browse your Xero data as it was on any one of the 
past 30 days and also save it to your computer 

 in Excel format.

Try now for free at backupmybooks.com

The backup and restore service for Xero



Save yourself from yourself - Perhaps some stuff was deleted when it shouldn’t 
have been or a large volume of transactions were imported wrongly - a backup 
allows you to go back in time.

Recover from sabotage - A rogue employee can wreak havoc with any data they 
have access to – protect your business.

Test apps - Take a copy of your business data if you want to trial a Xero add-on. Use 
this ring-fenced sandbox to test how the app reads and writes data to Xero before 
you let it loose on live business data.

Build quality procedures - These require you to maintain the integrity of your 
accounting data not just its availability. We’re all human, which means data can be 
compromised by mistake, by neglect or maliciously. A misbehaving connected app 
could make wide-ranging, unexpected changes. A backup protects against all of 
these.
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The backup and restore
service for Xero

The year-end data analysis and 
checking service for accountants

The leading UK data conversion service 
to cloud accounting

Backupmybooks looks after your data:
 
• Automatically create a new backup every night
• Access any backup from the last 30 days whenever you want
• Select any backup and restore it into a new Xero organisation
• View any backup at backupmybooks.com including all balances and transactions
• Download the detail of any backup in a Microsoft Excel file containing every 

transaction and key reports

Most cloud based systems have resilience designed in to ensure that they never 
lose your data and are available 24/7. Xero is no different, but what it can’t do is 
protect you from making a mess of your own business critical data. There is always 
a risk that you make some changes to Xero that you regret and want to go back to 
where you were yesterday or even a few days ago.


